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Naming names, but first, 

We need to understand not all individuals are corrupt or evil within any organization or group.  

Martin Luther King Jr expressed it best. He like Schaeffer and I come from a Baptist 

background. King, like Schaeffer’s father was/is a Baptist minister. And like King, Schaeffer 

was attacked for his strong stand on justice for the people.  

Martin Luther King Jr. was on the forefront of the Civil Rights movement when I was a 

youngster. I remember the media’s demonization of his behavior at the time. King explained how 

important it is not to judge a person based on the group they are in but rather “by the content of 

their character.”  

I have documented the overall group, called the DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, as an enemy of 

the people. Not all their attorneys are our enemy. At least not at first. I will soon attempt to direct 

the discussion on the content of their character rather than the group these attorneys belong to. 

But first bear with me as I attempt to explain my life experiences. 

I spent 36 years as a Registered Nurse. (RN). Like most professionals, we enter a field after a 

certain level of education. As new RN’s, we’re exited about helping people and being 

surrounded by such knowledgable physicians, surgeons and the like.  

Starry-eyed as we go to work. Working in a honorable profession and blind to the failures in the 

delivery of healthcare.  

For these doctors have all the answers and they are so much smarter than nurses. Most RN’s 

understand, as their professional practice grows, there are 5 levels of RN professional 

development.  

They are 

1- Novice 

2- Advance Beginner 

3- Competent 

4- Proficient  

5- Expert.  

See- http://currentnursing.com/…/Patricia_Benner_From_Novice_to_… 

It takes years to reach the Expert level. For me it was ten years. Having the experience and 

strengths to oppose poor behavior from others who may harm my patients. I remember my first 

time confronting a surgeon concerning the preparation of a patient for surgery. We were in a 

rather loud discussion and finally the patient said. “Boys boys it will be ok.” The surgeon and I 

realized we had been in an inappropriate conversation in front of the patient and stopped 

immediately. From that point on the surgeon always listened to my suggestions in dealing with 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fcurrentnursing.com%2Fnursing_theory%2FPatricia_Benner_From_Novice_to_Expert.html&h=ATPDaMCyc_w7ClV5CMG9okS2PIGsWuDacYYL2Ou27WPm6MqbARcVyI3tJpkVwDlnpCUGDGkTkfZGNCMgORWxDKzODnSy4LmVGyKH1cY9r43kPKRAhE3ExzL_3owONCRhclNqGSKKx9nOrg&enc=AZNkUWWDTKM1MlLgpsI1yP0OXCd7219UlHnyLcrJ34LofLl5PWs_hn_Px3mA3K7uNWi1Ixu4gpPxoGs-hHRIonSfGL_rCLM2yrdR2m_UahZ-2BAWb5zfw1d-_449QSMjqdMWAUvsbcNvAXmhXiPHIHs_nyicJfnPFw8hLURa0BPOLw&s=1


my delivery in healthcare. You see, the Expert professional can stand up to the many powerful 

individuals in the healthcare field. And sometimes you find yourself in trouble for following 

your heart and knowledge with courage.  

Sometimes RN’s remain in lower level of professional development. Keeping quiet, for it is 

much safer than exposing failures in the delivery of care to patients. So much easier to go-along 

to get-a-long.  

It is my belief attorneys have the same professional developmental levels as do nurses.  

Back in the late 90’s I met a graduating law student in my local law library in Emmet County 

Michigan. He recognized me. (From my public exposure as being a co-founder of the Michigan 

Militia and the media coverage at the time). He struck up a conversation.  

We talked about the Constitution concerning States Rights. He was well informed on how the 

Courts have ignored the issue in the last half century. He understood this problem concerning the 

courts changed behavior. The law school, he attended, taught him that fact. 

He informed me he had a job lined up to be an attorney for the FBI. You could see the starry-

eyed look in his eyes as he discussed his hopeful future. He was so excited to be working for 

such a prestigious organization as the FBI. He was of middle eastern descent. And if my memory 

serves his father was a university professor.  

I shared my concerns. For he was a novice attorney and I wanted to make sure he was 

understanding what would be expected of him. It was my belief the FBI would use his ethnicity 

against his own ethnic group. Whether individuals in his ethnic group were guilty or not of 

illegal behavior. 

He said- 

“You sound just like my father.”  

I responded- 

“Sounds like your father is a smart man. You should take his advice.” 

Naming names will be expanded on in the near future. Only two here are connected to my friend 

Schaeffer Cox. But to understand the behavior of those two, you must understand the behavior of 

the one. Further explanation of these attorneys’ behavior will be explained in future posts.  

The first names to be named.  

Joseph W. Bottini 

Steven E. Skrocki 

Nicholas Marsh 

 


